
OVERVIEW
GMEI® is DTCC’s legal entity identifier (LEI) solution and is designed to create and apply a single, universal standard identifier to any 
organization or firm involved in a financial transaction globally. Registering for an LEI with GMEI is fast and easy and takes merely 

minutes. In 2023, GMEI launched its new and enhanced site, https://gmei.dtcc.com, to augment your LEI needs.

A GLOBAL SERVICE WITH NEW FUNCTIONALITY
GMEI enables legal entities from jurisdictions involved in financial transactions can use it to register for LEIs. It is a global service, 
which enables large global organizations with many legal entity subsidiaries and affiliates to register and maintain the reference data 
for all their entities in a single location.

	■ An industry leader in legal entity reference data with over a decade of expertise in validating entity data in over  

200 jurisdictions globally. 

	■ Issued over 438,000 LEIs across the globe, accounting for 20% of all LEIs assigned in the GLEIS. 

Additionally, GMEI offers these beneficial functionalities:

	■ Upload files directly to the new site

	■ New technology enhances the quality of data entered and used on the site

	■ Prorated maintenance payments to allow firms to co-term record maintenance dates to consolidate the management of their 

record dataset which eases operational overhead

	■ Multiple payment methods include credit card, wire, SEPA and ACH; Payments accepted in both Euros and U.S. dollars

	■ A user dashboard to allow users to track their registered records or any entities of interest

	■ Unrestricted FTP access to published files in GMEI’s proprietary format and the GLEIS Common File format

	■ Advanced search and filter options to enable users to find records easily and quickly

	■ Export to Excel functionality allowing users to lift out their Registered or Subscribed dataset into the MS Excel Maintenance 

Template, or to simply follow LEIs of interest 

CONTINUING TO INCREASE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES
GMEI’s global capabilities paired with its enhanced user functionalities empower firms to consolidate and manage their record sets 
most efficiently.

	■ Registration and maintenance can be performed directly either as single or bulk submissions

	■ Account management tools such as the customizable user dashboards, multiple payment method and currency options, and group 

email notifications; ease the registration process as well as the future management and maintenance of all records

	■ One stop global shopping - due to GMEI’s capabilities to validate legal entity reference data in over 200 jurisdictions, a global 

organization can register and maintain LEIs for all its subsidiaries and affiliates all around the world

	■ A multi-year subscription model allowing clients to pay in advance for multiple years of renewals, greatly reducing client overhead 

while ensuring they remain compliant with regulatory requirements to annually renew their LEI information

GMEI is operated by Business Entity Data, B.V. (“BED”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation and 
a Local Operating Unit (“LOU”) accredited by the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation (GLEIF).  
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
DTCC and BED continue to upgrade the GMEI platform to comply with new principles or guidance provided by the ROC and the GLEIF 
to meet the needs of the industry and to accommodate more asset classes that require reporting party and counterparty identification 
with LEIs. For more information, please visit https://gmei.dtcc.com.
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